Walking in Japan
If the misty mountains,
crystal-clear waterfalls
and soulful shrines don’t
make you fall in love
with Japan’s ancient
Kiso Road (although,
why wouldn’t they?),
then the centuries-old
inns, the warmth and
hospitality of the people,
and the incredible food
certainly will.
BY SUZY BROKENSHA

This pic: A courtyard garden at
the Waki-Honjin-Okuya in Tsumago,
a post town. Right: Inside the Free
Tea Room run by five retired men.
This pic: Mist settles over the
mountains surrounding Tsumago.
Right: The innkeeper at the Iwaya
Inn at Kiso-Fukushima.

A beautiful ‘female
waterfall’– a long
story involving a
samurai and the
wife of a nobleman
– en route to
Tsumago.

Buddhist statues (or Ojizo-sama)
wearing red hats – they also often wear
red bibs – are seen as the guardians of
children, specifically children who died
before their parents. Apparently the
bibs and hats were first put around their
necks by grieving parents who wanted
the jizo to protect their children in the
afterlife and now it has become custom.
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The famous wooden bridge built
‘like a drum’ at Narai.

This pic: Glowing rice fields under
a cloudy sky near Magome.
Above: One of the many beautiful
shrines in the forests.
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Sweetinthings
Walking
Japan
hen South Africa won
the Rugby World
Cup in Japan last year
I couldn’t have been
happier – not only
because our guys played
so magnificently and
I love them all, obviously, but also
because, in my view, we simply had
no other option: the instant we beat
the Japanese team, we just had to
win the whole thing to make that
defeat OK. This is not down to
divided loyalties, this is about my
total, all-consuming, teenage-style
crush on Japan, the strangest, most
interesting country I’ve ever been to.
Tokyo is as mesmerising as everyone says it is,
and Kyoto possibly even more beautiful than it’s
given credit for. But I think it was the five days
I spent walking the Kiso Road that really turned
me into a mooning adolescent.
The Kiso Road is part of the Nakasendo Way,
an ancient trade route linking Tokyo with Kyoto
(Japan’s original capital). At least two thousand
years old, the road has been walked for centuries
by samurai, pilgrims, warlords, loggers and anyone
else with business to conduct or scores to settle.
Sixty-nine post towns grew up along the way, all
beautifully preserved – so beautifully preserved
that it’s really only your fellow walkers and
pilgrims that remind you that you’re living in the
21st century.
And there’s something about walking a country
as opposed to training, bussing or driving through
it. As anyone who’s walked the Camino will know,
getting up every morning, putting on your boots
and setting off on a road that has been walked
for thousands of years by thousands of people
somehow makes you part of the stream of history
rather than simply an observer. It’s a mystical,
powerful thing. I know that sounds wildly fanciful
(cf: teenage crush), but it’s true.
That’s actually why Walk Japan (walkjapan.
com), the company that’s pioneered walking tours
in Japan for nearly 30 years, started. The tour
company now offers about 30 different routes,
but the Nakasendo Way was their first, and it was
originally designed by the company’s founders
– two professors at Hong Kong University – for
their students of Japanese history and geography
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Top: Bear alert!
Inset: Ancient
stones on the
Kiso Road.
Above: Our
guide, Yo,
points to where
we are on a
poster mapping
the Nakasendo
Way.
Opposite:
Ice-cold clear
mountain
streams
flow through
beautiful forests.

to get a deeper feeling for, and
understanding of, the country they
were studying. The best way to do
that, they believed, was to walk in
it. It worked so well and was in such
demand that they started expanding
the routes; that’s how it all began.
he routes vary in
terms of length
and fitness
requirements, but
you don’t need to
be super-fit for the
Kiso Road, which
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Walking in Japan
Left: The
ancient fire
pit at an inn
reserved for
nobility. There
are no chimneys
– instead, the
smoke is used
to strengthen
the wood.
Right:
Generations 16,
15 and 14 of
innkeeper
at Ichikawa Inn
in Ena.
Below:
A bento box
takeaway
– delicious!

runs from Ena to Matsumoto
and takes five days to walk.
I say walk, but there’s a bit
of train-catching too – the
idea behind that, as Elmore
Leonard said about writing, is
‘to leave out the boring bits’:
you catch a train through
those and focus on the rest.
And it’s magnificent:
five days of hiking through
towering cypress and
cedarwood-covered mountains
and down into deep gorges to
clear, fast-running mountain
streams; stopping off at
pristine and welcoming post
towns surrounded by fields of rice. You spend
each night in a different centuries-old inn
or ryokan, often still owned and run by the
original family. And you carry only a day
pack – your luggage is sent ahead to the next
inn. As the famous Japanese poet Basho (who
walked the Kiso Road himself) said, ‘You
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should not sleep twice in the same inn.
Your thoughts should be on a mat that
has not yet been warmed.’
And that’s how it was.

Top: Narai is
one of the most
perfectly preserved
post towns along
the way.
Above: Even
the woodpile is
made beautiful to
look at.

e met up
with the rest
of the group
at Nagoya
Station, where
we caught
a train to Ena,
a post town, for our first night. There
were 12 of us (13 with our guide, Yo
Murakami) from cities as far-flung as
New York, Brisbane, Singapore, Dallas,
London and Cape Town, and they all
added so much to the trip (not just
because they’ll be reading this – hello
guys!). I think choosing to spend your
holiday walking is still quite unusual,
so this type of trip attracts curious
people looking for something different,
which makes them interesting almost

by definition. They were a pleasure to walk with.
In Ena we stopped at a museum to see an exquisite
collection of ancient prints, each commemorating one
of the post towns along the road, some of which we
would be passing through. They were magnificent
but, sadly, woodblock printing is one of the old
arts that is slowly being lost in Japan. On the way,
Yo pointed out a stone with a string tied around it
standing outside a shop. ‘It means the shop’s closed,’
he said. ‘A sign saying “closed” would be considered
too rude, so the shopkeeper puts a stone outside.’
I think that’s where my culture-crush started.
For a South African, there’s something intensely
appealing about the politeness and consideration for
others that is fundamental to Japanese society. I think
we might find it tricky to adapt to in the long term
because it’s quite structured and rule-driven, but in
the short term it’s immensely soothing. With nearly
127 million people living in a country a third of the
size of ours, much of it uninhabitable, they’ve learned
to live together: phones are automatically turned to
silent on public transport and nobody talks on them
in public; people tend not to wear perfume because it’s
invasive; clothing is muted; shoes are left at the front
door and slippers are worn inside; physical contact
between strangers is kept to a minimum. It’s all very
calm and lovely.
In fact, at Ena Ichikawa Inn, where we spent our
first night (and in several other places we stayed), we

were each given a yukata (casual summer kimono)
to change into for dinner, which is always eaten
communally. All the yukatan look exactly the same,
so when you sit down to eat, everyone is wearing the
same clothes. It’s very democratic.
This particular inn has been open since 1645 and
is still run by the same family. The innkeepers are
traditionally women, while the cooks tend to be
men, said Yo, so the inn is passed down from eldest
daughter to eldest daughter. It was very moving,
that night, to meet the matriarch (who was 94), her
daughter and her granddaughter: generations 14, 15
and 16 of innkeeper. We slept on futons and tatami
mats, and the walls were paper screens – it was exactly
as it would have been so long ago.
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But I’m racing ahead of myself, because
before we went to bed we had our first onsen,
followed by a kaiseki dinner – one of the
best meals I think I’ve ever eaten.
Most travellers to Japan are anxious about
onsen, but there’s no need to be. Briefly,
they’re natural hot baths that spring from
one of the 110 active volcanoes in Japan.
The water is clean and hot and wonderful,
but the tricky part for some is that they’re
communal, although split male/female.
Also, you’re stark naked: no little towels
covering anything. We all started off feeling
a little shy, but after five days we couldn’t
wait to get into it. It’s a lovely thing to do
at the end of a long day. A small caveat: be
careful if you have tattoos. Many onsen don’t
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Above: The
exquisite view
from the road
down from the
Kaida Plateau
towards Kiso.
Opposite
(from left):
A monk near
the banks of the
Kurokawa River at
Kiso-Fukushima;
British actress
Joanna Lumley
visited the Free
Tea Room too,
sweetie darling!
(middle and
right).

allow tattooed people to bathe in them.
The kaiseki dinner… where to start. Like
many experiences in Japan, this is an ancient
ritual: a multi-course meal determined
by the season and served to the nobility.
In those days, the dinner had to have a
little of everything: sushi, sashimi, rice, a
simmered dish, pickled vegetables, a soup
and so on – and on, and on: it’s a formidable
quantity of food, even though each dish is
tiny and exquisite in its own right. Kaiseki
is no longer quite as strict in terms of
components, but it is absolutely delicious,
and usually very expensive (did I mention
that everything on the walk, other than
alcohol, is included in the price?!). It was
a meal I’ll never forget.

The following day was an easy 10km walk to
O-Tsumago, a tiny hamlet with a few wooden houses.
It was early September and the heat was fierce. I
had laughed off all warnings about the humidity in
Japan – I grew up in KZN, so I didn’t think there was
anything Japan could teach me about humidity. Boy,
was I wrong: this was on another scale entirely. Which
is fine, because everyone is in the same boat (well,
other than the roadworkers I’d seen in Tokyo, who
wore air-conditioned suits!), but it can be enervating.
If intense heat bothers you, walk in spring (also cherry
blossom season) or autumn, when the changing colour
of the leaves is spectacular.
Anyway, melting quietly, we started out on the
ancient mossy road, the stones laid deliberately
haphazardly all those centuries ago to give the horses
a better footing. We walked up into a cool forest
with the cedarwoods standing straight and tall; the
soundtrack birdsong, beetle and the hum of heat. We

generation towards the cities and a more self-directed
life. It’s a country being pulled in two directions.
That night we stayed in another very old inn in
O-Tsumago. We bathed in an outside onsen… the
spring water was hot, but it was a misty evening and
a gentle, cool rain fell on our heads. It was beautiful to
be there, the warm water soothing our stiff muscles.
That night, dressed again in matching yukatan, we
were served another exquisite multi-course dinner. We
drank sake (delicious!) and traded stories of the day
before falling asleep in our paper-screened rooms to
the sound of the river rushing through the town.
We walked 12km the next day, quite a bit of it
zigzagging up a mountain in another soft, lovely
forest towards the Kaida Plateau. There’s so much
water in Japan that everything grows incredibly well.
Trees are highly valued, not only because of their
spiritual power (Shinto, the oldest religion in Japan,
is based on the worship of nature, particularly trees

followed the road down through a valley of terraced
rice fields before we reached a tiny, super-trendy coffee
shop in Magome, a very beautiful post town. The
coffee shop, improbably called ‘Hillbilly’, was right
next to a working water wheel (most post towns have
these – they power the streetlights). Yo explained that
although Magome is the barista’s hometown, his older
brother is a professional skateboarder in San Francisco
– and in the winter he shuts up shop to go and live
with him for the season. ‘Not a typical Japanese life,’
said Yo. And it isn’t: the barista and his brother would
usually not have left Magome at all, nor even opened
a coffee shop; they would have stayed to run the
family business. One of the things that makes Japan
so fascinating is this tension between the ancient
traditions, crafts and codes of conduct – protected
by years of isolation – and the lure of the younger

and mountains), but also because they have been used
so effectively in building. All the post towns are built
out of wood, as are the temples and Buddhist shrines
we passed. In fact, ancient rules etched into wood at
the entrance to some of the post towns state that for
every tree cut down without permission, someone will
be beheaded. They were not messing around when it
came to their forests. The abundance of trees, along
with the humidity, make it feel a bit like walking in a
jungle, albeit a very gentle jungle – although there are
bears about. There are bells every so often that you’re
encouraged to ring, apparently to scare them away.
Luckily we never had to test how effective they were.
We hiked back down to a little village where Yo
recommended the blueberry ice cream produced by
a local blueberry farm… after a long, hot day’s walk,
it tasted like heaven.
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That night we slept in a slightly
that; it’s a proper town,
more modern inn in Kiso-Fukushima,
with cars and buses and
after the now familiar and treasured
actual traffic lights! We
routine of onsen followed by a
stayed in a hotel with a
magnificent meal. We fell onto our
lift, and where we didn’t
futons, exhausted and replete.
have to take off our shoes
The castle
at Matsumoto
We had one more long walk ahead
as we came in. I felt a
lit up at night.
of us before we reached Matsumoto
little shell-shocked. After
(where we would spend our last
what had really felt like
night), and this time it was up the
a walk through history, it
Torii Pass, the second-highest point
was as if we’d landed on
on the Nakasendo Way. On our climb
another planet.
out of the village we passed a villager
After dinner we
pruning his tree. ‘I’m painting in
strolled to Matsumoto
the air,’ he said, then explained that
castle to see it lit up
pruning was not straightforward,
at night. It was totally
because it was a combination of
worth it, even after
his will and the tree’s will. This
a long day’s walk, to
reverence and respect for nature sits
see it reflected in the
deep in the Japanese psyche.
surrounding moat in all
Not being super-fit, I’d been a bit
its black and white glory.
anxious about this particular climb
On the way back
up the pass, but in the end it was fine
to our hotel we passed
– it helped that we stopped at the
a pub called Booze et
many beautiful shrines along the way,
Jazz, a warm wooden
while Yo shared the legends, myths
haven of vinyl jazz
and beliefs surrounding each one.
records (vinyl is huge
At the top, the clouds briefly lifted
in Japan), ice-cold beer
Above left: The villager pruning his tree as we climbed and lovely Japanese
enough to allow us a view of Mount
out of Yabuhara. Above right: A ‘samurai’ having
Ontake, a sacred mountain that is
whisky. Reluctant to part
a laugh with me at Matsumoto Castle.
also an active volcano.
ways from one another,
Once over the pass, we hiked down to Narai, the last post
we thought we’d all pop in for a nightcap. There
town we would visit. There we ate a restorative lunch of cold
was definitely enough space for all 13 of us, but the
soba noodles in a thin, spicy sauce – so fantastic I’ve been
owner politely declined to let us in. He didn’t want
trying to hunt the noodles down ever since – and did a bit
us talking, it turned out: the point of his bar was to
of shopping in beautiful little shops selling local goods like
listen to the music, not to chat.
lacquer plates, delicate ceramics, cedarwood combs and softly
I loved that. For me it epitomised something about
woven textiles – as well as a whole lot of delectable eats.
Japan, and something we experienced throughout our
Arriving in Matsumoto was something of a shock after all
journey along the Kiso Road: that authenticity and
beauty are more important than profit. It’s rare and
valuable, and I would do it all again in a heartbeat. ✤

HOW TO GET THERE
I flew Emirates, via Dubai, for about
R12000 return. There are loads of
options, though, and prices vary, so
keep an eye out.

other than drinks, laundry
and other extras (like blueberry
ice cream!), was included.
Go to walkjapan.com for
more details.

THE COSTS

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Tour prices vary. When I did the
Kiso Road, it cost JPY 234000
(about R32000). Everything,
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It’s excellent, affordable and very
easy to use once you get the hang
of it. Also, most signs are in English

– but even if they aren’t, people are
very kind and always willing to help.

OTHER COSTS IN JAPAN
We found it surprisingly affordable,
as long as we avoided expensive
restaurants and hotels – which is
easy to do because the street food
is so good, and there is plenty of
accommodation.

In all respects, travelling in
Japan was quite a bit cheaper
than European cities like
Berlin or Stockholm. The most
expensive dinner we ate (other
than the kaiseki dinner on the
walk, which was included), with
(ahem) no stinting on the sake
and beer, probably cost us about
R350 each.
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